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SANDRA BROWN'S BLOCKBUSTER BESTSELLER AT A NEW LOW PRICE!   Cleary, North

Carolina, is a sleepy mountain town -- the kind of place where criminal activity is usually limited to

parking violations. Not so, lately. Four women have disappeared from Cleary over the past two

years. And there's always a blue ribbon left near the spot where each of the women was last seen.

There are no bodies, no other clues, and no suspicion as to who their abductor might be. And now,

another woman has disappeared without a trace.   It is to this backdrop that Lilly Martin returns to

close the sale of her mountain cabin, marking the end of her turbulent eight-year marriage to Dutch

Burton, Cleary's chief of police. Dutch's reluctance to let her go isn't Lilly's only obstacle. As she's

trying to outrun a snowstorm, her car skids on the icy road and strikes a man. She recognizes the

injured man as Ben Tierney, whom she'd met the previous summer. They're forced to wait out the

storm in the cabin, but as the hours of their confinement mount, Lilly begins to wonder if the greatest

danger to her safety isn't the blizzard outside, but the mysterious man right beside her. Is Ben

Tierney the feared abductor? Or is he who he claims to beÃ‰her rescuer from harm and from the

tragedy that haunts her?
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Ms. Brown's latest effort "Chill Factor" will thrill readers with it layered storylines and characters. As

a result the reader will truly be left guessing until the end of the story as to who "Blue" is and why he

is doing what he does.A bad winter storm has moved into the mountains of North Carolina and with

it an end to all that has been going on for the past two years. Ben Tierney is caught on a



mountainside when an ice and sleet storm hits. His car is not working and he must get off the

mountain if he's going to survive. He runs into the chief of police's ex-wife Lilly. Together they find

themselves trapped on the mountain with little to no chance of making it back to town alive. Knowing

that time is of the essence they head back to Lilly's old cabin to wait out the storm. They have no

idea that what started between them the summer before is going to finally be resolved for good or ill.

But, when Lilly starts putting things together she fears that she might just be attracted to the serial

killer "Blue." Will she live to see justice served?Ben has a lot to answer for and his secretive nature

doesn't help things. The local's have him pegged as a serial killer and he knows things that he

probably shouldn't. On top of that there is the burning attraction that he can no longer ignore when it

comes to Lilly. Will he be able to keep his secret and help Lilly live to see another day.Dutch Burton,

chief of Police of Cleary and he can't get over the fact that his wife Lilly is gone, and wants nothing

to do with him any longer. His stubborn nature combined with the fact that his best friend Wes won't

let things settle down only add to the burning in his gut. He will do whatever he must to get Lilly off

the mountain and away from Tierney.
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